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The Role of Science in the Elementary School 
For years we have taught science 
in the elementary school with little 
thought as to its role in light of the 
teachers and pupils in the schools. A 
successful program must be designed 
with their capabilities and interests 
in mind; therefore it is essential that 
we take a better look at the elemen-
tary teachers and their students. 
The Teacher 
Elementary teachers are not trained 
as scientists, for the most part have a 
limited science background, do not es-
pecially like teaching science as it has 
been taught, in fact many have re-
fused to teach it, and many do not 
feel it is important enough to take 
time away from the basic skills. Our 
goal in the past has been to improve 
elementary school science instruction 
by increasing the amount of science 
background of our teachers. This has 
failed because many will not take ad-
ditional courses and for those that do 
venture back to the class room on 
campus the lecture-memorization 
type course only alienated them 
more. If we are to improve science 
instruction at the elementary level, 
we must then move away from a con-
tent oriented program which places 
an emphasis on the very aspect of 
science in which we recognize the 
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teacher's weakness. Furthermore, if 
there is some body of content that 
every student should know, and it 
would be a very difficult task to de-
fine such material, there is certainly 
an adequate opportunity to "cover" 
this at the secondary level where our 
classrooms are staffed with teachers 
who possess an interest in science and 
a broader science background. 
A program adapted to the elemen-
tary teacher must therefore shift its 
emphasis from content to other as-
pects of science such as processes 
and/or major concepts. This program 
must also aim towards the achieve-
ment of many of the general objec-
tives of elementary education so that 
the teacher is able to see how science 
instruction will help accomplish more 
than merely teaching science. The 
teacher is concerned about the de-
velopment of the total child and has 
failed to see how traditional science 
instruction is achieving this objective. 
Science instruction, as well as instruc-
tion in any area of our school day, 
must help achieve the general goals 
of elementary education or its role in 
the curriculum should be questioned. 
Some of the general objectives that 
the science program can enhance are: 
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Working cooperatively with others 
Become better able to classify and 
organize information and ideas 
Think creatively and have a spirit 
of inquiry 
Approach problems in a scientific 
manner 
Learn to manipulate materials 
Become more independent in 
thought and work 
The role that the elementary 
teacher must take in the science class-
room is another important aspect in a 
successful program. Since teachers do 
not know the answers to many of the 
questions raised, they must not be ex-
pected to give answers to these ques-
tions. This is only possible if the stu-
dents have the materials and resourc-
es to work with so that their ques-
tions may be rephrased and asked of 
them. The teacher of elementary sci-
ence must become a guide, a listener, 
and a questioner. This is the role for 
which she has already been trained to 
some degree; to be a stimulator of 
thought rather than an encyclopedic 
source of knowledge. The degree to 
which the science program allows for 
and encourages divergent questions 
will determine the flexibility of an-
swers that are acceptable, the possi-
bilities of divergent thought, and 
thus the extent to which the teacher 
must be an authoritarian source of 
knowledge. 
The Student 
The student must also b e e~amined 
if we are to have successful science 
programs at the elementary level. 
Most students come to school with 
an intense interest in nature and sci-
ence; unfortunately our present pro-
grams have "turned off" this interest 
in the majority of students by the 
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time they are ready to enter our sec-
ondary schools. There are many rea- , 
sons for this but two which I feel are 
major are: science in school with the 
emphasis on facts is too divergent 
from science in the real world, and 
their natural areas of interest are too 
often stifled by the classroom teacher. 
No one has yet been able to tell me 
why we "cover" electricity at the 3rd 
grade level and then again at sixth 
grade, except that the student has 
probably forgotten everything he 
learned in third grade by the time he 
has reached sixth grade. Of course 
the more probing ques tion and the 
one that is more important is: why is 
there really a need to study electricity 
at all in the elementary grades. The 
pat answer to this question is that the 
student is living in an electronic age 
and should therefore be aware of the 
basic ideas and laws involved. The 
problem with this answer is that 
neither his teacher nor the general 
public understand these things but 
they are still able to continue to op-
erate in our electronic society. New 
successful programs must place their 
emphasis on processes and/or major 
concepts; those areas which can be 
approached from a variety of angles 
and which will have a more lasting 
impact on our children. 
We must also listen to the learning 
psychologists so that we can more ful-
ly understand the elementary child. 
In so doing we learn that the child at 
the primary level has only limited 
success dealing with large generaliza-
tions and that it is not until the later 
part of the elementary grades that the 
students are able to work with ab-
stractions to any degree. This means 
a decrease in theoretical subject mat-
ter such as atomic theory in favor of 
topics and materials more in keeping 
with the child's learning capabilities. 
We also know from the learning 
psychologists that children, like 
adults, learn best through direct ex-
perience and that what they are learn-
ing must be relevant to their needs 
and interests. We learn because we 
see a need to know something or be-
cause we have an interest in a par-
ticular area and therefore desire more 
information. Elementary children see 
little need to learn something, except 
maybe the need to pass a test or to 
obtain a good grade-and is this real-
ly learning?-so it is essential that the 
science provide materials and ideas 
that can stimulate interest in stu-
dents. 
All educators accept the fact that 
the children within any classroom are 
at a variety of stages of understand-
ing with reference to any particular 
lesson presented, and that for maxi-
mum results we should determine 
the extent of understanding at the be-
ginning of the lesson and then pro-
ceed to lead each child forward from 
that point. This is one of the many 
ideas in education that is accepted 
but practiced to only a limited de-
gree. A manipulative science program 
that is open enough to accept diver-
gent ideas provides a degree of indi-
vidualization since each child experi-
ences learning with the materials at a 
level commensurate with his previous 
background; thus in essence individ-
ualizing instruction while the entire 
class is pursuing similar objectives. 
Any person acquainted with ele-
mentary education is well aware of 
the great variation in reading levels 
within a school and a classroom and 
the problems facing the poor reader 
particularly at the upper levels. Con-
sider that small fraction of the school 
day that does not require reading and 
how the unsuccessful reader must feel 
and you are looking for a means of 
making education more palatable to 
these individuals. Science can be 
taught without required reading by 
the presentation of problems by the 
teacher and the subsequent use of 
materials by the students in attacking 
the problem. Fortunately it is often 
the poor reader who is very adept at 
the manipulation of materials and is 
able to draw conclusions from his ex-
perimentation. Also this approach 
often stimulates interest and leads the 
student to reading in search of addi-
tional information. Besides being a 
factor that is of particular educational 
value to students, the non-reading as-
pect of a science program will often 
help "turn on" the otherwise reluctant 
science teacher, as she is interested in 
meeting the needs of the various in-
dividuals within her class and is often 
stymied by these very students. 
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The Program 
Keeping all these factors in mind 
to one degree or another, there are 
now several elementary science pro-
grams that provide for an instruction-
al program that is consistant with the 
background, needs, and interests of 
the teachers and students in our ele-
mentary schools. All of these pro-
grams are similar in that they have: 
de-emphasized content in - favor of 
processes and/ or major concepts, pro-
vided materials to varying degrees so 
that students may experience science 
rather than just learn about science, 
limited amounts of required reading 
materials, and placed the teacher in a 
less authoritarian role in the class-
room. 
The programs that are designed to 
most nearly accomplish these objec-
tives and that are now commercially 
available are: 
Elementary Science Study-ESS 
Science a Process Approach-AAAS 
Science Curriculum Improvement 
Study-SCIS 
These programs all vary in the 
emphasis placed on the factors previ-
ously discussed, thus meeting the 
Doctoral Dissertation 
Research A wards Broadened 
Dr. William D. McElroy, Director 
of the National Science Foundation, 
has authorized the broadened use of 
doctoral dissertation research awards 
to include the environmental sciences 
( atmospheric and earth sciences and 
oceanography) and the biological 
field sciences such as ecology, system-
atics, and biological oceanography. 
For some time the Foundation has 
awarded grants for doctoral disser-
tation research in the social sciences. 
Because of the success of these 
awards, the Foundation is broadening 
their use to include, in addition to the 
social sciences, the field sciences 
listed above. 
Doctoral dissertation research 
needs of a variety of philosophical 
backgrounds and locally adopted ob-
jectives. The best program being that 
one that most nearly fits the needs, 
interests, and desires of the teachers 
and students within a given school or 
system. 
This is not to imply that other ma-
terials and programs can not supply 
meaningful science experiences, only 
that the programs mentioned seem to 
b est achieve the objectives and ideals 
of elementary science education that 
I have proposed. Certainly no matter 
what program or material is provided, 
its success or failure is dependant up-
on one major factor-the classroom 
teacher! 
awards are intended to improve the 
scientific quality of dissertations by 
making it possible for the student to 
gather more data of better quality. In 
particular, the grants permit students 
to conduct field trips and surveys ap-
propriate to the dissertation topic. 
These awards can often make the 
difference between first-class and sec-
ond-class approaches to dissertation 
research on topics that require a high 
degree of independence on the part 
of the doctoral candidate. 
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A leaflet setting forth application 
procedures may b e obtained from the 
appropriate NSF division : Division of 
Biological and Medical Sciences; Di-
vision of Environmental Sciences; or 
Division of Social Sciences, National 
Science Foundation, Washington, 
D.C. 20550. 
